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I. THE CONTAINER REVOLUTION 

Ao Introduction

Containers are a genuine revolution in handling waterborne cargo* 
The most attractive thing about the container is that it introduces 
economies where ocean transport costs have been increasing most 
rapidly—at the dock* Container shipments began on the U*S* inter - 
coastal routes, the Pacific-Coast Hawaii route, and between East 
Coast ports and Puerto Rico more than ten years ago. The success 
and steady growth of this traffic prompted the expansion of container 
service into the North Atlantic routes and, very recently, into the 
trans-Pacific routes,, The first regular container ship service over 
the Atlantic routes was inaugurated in April, 1966, when Sea Land 
began service between New York and Northern Europe.- Today, most 
of the major American lines serving the Eastern ports are beginning 
container service to Japan and the Philippines.

Presently, 60 to 70 per cent of the cost of ocean transport is 
incurred while the ship is at the dock* It has been estimated that on 
the average, using regular break bulk procedures, exports are handled 
twenty six times between the manufacturer and the overseas customer* 
Door to door container delivery reduces this to four or five. The 
savings to the shipper are obvious,* His packing costs, handling 
charges, insurance costs, and losses from pilferage are signifi
cantly reduced* His products also arrive at their destination much 
faster* The use of containers can reduce the transit time for freight 
moving from Chicago to Birmingham, England, from 19 to 14 days..
A cost analysis of a containerized shipment of 56 electronic commu
nications shelters shipped by the U*S* Army from Clifton, New Jersey, 
to Germany showed a savings of $31,746 and of four to twelve days 
time over regular handling* This was a fifty per cent reduction in 
the cost of the shipment* 2

John L* Eyre, in his discussion of the container revolution, 
cites the example of a new Scandinavian cargo ship sailing from San 
Francisco with about 3,000 tons of cargo for the Caribbean* She was 
expected to earn an average of $26 per ton for the voyage. Before 
she left San Francisco, $22,75 had already been spent on loading 
costs, leaving only $3*25 to cover the rest of the voyage and dis
charging the cargo* Thus the major portion of this ship’s costs 
were associated with the loading process. Eyre states that such 
transport costs are common on all four U, S* coasts* ^

1
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A very important part of these costs was the dock time of the vessel. 
The ship was in port six days, and, with ship?s time costing from $1500 
to $3000 per day, the dock time was a significant portion of the total cost, 
Eyre illustrates how these costs directly affect the exporter in this 
paragraph: 4

"If we look at the matter through the eyes of a shipper or cargo 
owner, we quickly discover that he spends about one-half of his 
transportation money to pay for things that happen in ports. A 
recent Webb Institute paper (6 ) broke down costs for a variety 
of shipments from inland point to inland point and found, for 
example, that fifteen tons of medical and pharmaceutical prep
arations moving from Chicago to the City of Nancy in France 
paid a freight bill of $2485* Of that amount, $1310, or 53%, 
went to pay for costs in the U.S. and foreign ports* Most of 
these costs were in the U.S. port, which was about three times 
as expensive as the foreign port* ”

Dock costs can be reduced substantially by using containers. The 
capacity of a container berth is staggering—approximately 500,000 tons 
per year compared to about 130,000 tons for a conventional berth. A 
modern container ship, using specially designed ship or shore based 
cranes, can be unloaded and loaded within twenty-four hours—a job 
that would take crews six days using standard break bulk methods.
The fast ship turnaround can, by Itself, cut the cost of a transoceanic 
shipment by more than 25 per cent. The director of Marine Terminals, 
New York Port Authority, estimated that the container ships could 
potentially reduce the average cost per ton of cargo at the port to 
about one-fourth that of conventional facilities—from $2 . 0 0  per ton 
to about $ 0 45 per ton. °

B. Containers and Port Developments

The possibility of cost reductions of such magnitude has caused 
container enthusiasts to predict tremendous increases in container 
traffic on the major sea routes in the very near future. The Port of 
New York Authority forecasts that by 1975 one-half of the port’ s 
general cargo will be carried in containers. ® This may be overly 
optimistic since only about 5 to 10 per cent of overseas general cargo 
now moves in containers* Howeverf about 80 per cent of the North 
Atlantic liner cargo is susceptible to contalnerlzatlon and estimates 
of potential container traffic range from 75% of the total traffic to 
South and Central America, 70% of Mediterranean cargo, and 45% 
of the African trade. 7  How soon this potential cargo will be container
ized will depend on the future availability of containers and containershlps 
on developments at U.S. and foreign ports, and upon future patterns of 
trade between the U. S. and the rest of the world.
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Containers are presently being hauled in three types of vessels: 
the conventional ships that were built for break bulk cargo, but can 
handle the smaller containers; conventional ships that have some 
hatches converted for handling containers, while other hatches 
handle conventional cargo; and the new container ships designed to 
haul containers and nothing else* Foreign flag vessels are virtually 
all of the first type* They can handle containers up to twenty feet 
long at conventional piers using standard deck or shore cranes.
The full container ship and the combination vessels, which are 
capable of handling the forty foot containers, require special port 
facilities„ These facilities include an open quay with an apron at 
least thirty feet wide plus at least 1 0  to 1 2  acres of land adjacent to 
the quay that can serve as the marshalling area for inbound and out
bound containers. The modern container ports are also equipped 
with shore based cranes designed specifically for containers.

Almost all future container traffic will move in the new 
container ships or the Combination vessels. A conventional vessel, 
loading mostly break bulk cargo with one or two containers, is not 
a great improvement over the completely break bulk vessel since 
the major advantage of the container—rapid ship turnaround--is 
lost* If containers are to reduce the ship owners’ cost of operation, 
the ship must turn around in two or three days. The new container- 
ships can turn around in less than one day at a modern container 
berth.

That conventional piers, even those equipped with mobile, 
heavy lift cranesj simply cannot service these new ships adequately, 
has been demonstrated in an experiment conducted in Germany by 
the Maritime Administration* The researchers found that serious 
difficulties arise when containers are handled at standard break- 
bulk cargo terminals * The 40 foot containers, which are becoming 
more popular, posed the greatest difficulties * The major problem 
was traffic congestion at the pier caused by the lack of backup 
area for storing the containers and insufficient space on the pier 
apron* Even the most modern loading gear designed to handle con
ventional cargo is ineffective in efficiently handling containers*
The newer ships, costing over $3000 per day, cannot afford the 
time lost because of the congestion* They will visit ports where 
rapid turnaround is possible as noted in the Maritime Administration’s 
interim report, "soon the ports (with conventional facilities) will find 
traffic diverting to those ports where proper facilities are available* "9 
In fact, this is already taking place» Some Midwest export traffic 
is being hauled in containers overland to New York where modern 
container facilities are available*
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Many ports, including those on the Great Lakes, must decide whether 
to continue their present operations and handle only a few containers 
while most of their hinterland's container traffic mo ves through other 
ports, or to invest in facilities for handling container cargo. This is 
a very difficult decision. A modern container berth with the required 
land and equipment costs about $4„ 5 million, therefore duplication of 
services at adjacent ports along the same coast would not be economical. 
Only a few ports can generate enough traffic to justify such a large ex
penditure, Thus, the Great Lakes ports fact a problem similar to that 
of the port of Baltimore as expressed by the director of the Maryland 
Port Authority* ”We are in the position of walking a tight rope between 
developing too few berths and losing potential cargo to our competitors 
or developing too many berths and losing financial stability,M

The Port of New York, with its extensive container facilities at 
Port Newark and Port Elizabeth, is the world’s largest container port,
A $25,5 million expansion program at the Elizabeth terminal will add 
five new berths to bring the total to twenty berths and 520 acres of 
developed land. The new berths are needed to meet the unprecedented 
demand for space» In addition to Sea Land, which leases six berths and 
98 acres, six other leading American lines will make this terminal the 
base of their container operations. Thus, the New York port looks for
ward to the pleasant prospect of steadily increasing utilization of its 
already extensive container facilities. The ports of Boston and Baltimore 
and other smaller Eastern ports are expanding their container capa
bilities primarily as a defensive measure—to prevent much of their 
traffic from being diverted to New York. On the West Coast, the 
ports of Oakland and Seattle have extensive container facilities with 
Portland and Los Angeles also having container capabilities. All of 
these ports expect their container traffic to increase significantly during
the next few years.

C. Growth of Container Services

These expectations are reinforced by recent decisions by many of 
the leading American shipping firms to either Initiate container service 
or to expand their present capabilities. Sea Land, the largest container 
line, began hauling containers on the North Atlantic route in 1966. It 
now has a weekly sailing from New York to Rotterdam* Bremen, 
Grangemouth, Glasgow, back to Boston and arriving back In New York 
on Saturday and leaving again on Sunday. In addition to its Atlantic 
run, Sea Land carries about 1,000 containers to Puerto Rico each 
week, 270 to Alaska every five days and 600 to the West Coast every 
10 days. Other lines expanding their container services from New York 
Include the U.S. Lines, Moore-McCormack Lines, whose new
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combination ships will handle both break bulk cargo and containers up 
to 40 feet, and AmericanExport Isbrandtsen Lines, which is with
drawing completely from hauling break bulk cargo on the East Coast- 
Northern Europe route, although it will still offer break bulk service 
to the Great Lakes. Sea Land and Grace Lines haul containers from 
West Coast ports along with Matson, which has operated regularly 
scheduled container service to Hawaii for the past ten years. At 
present there is no regularly scheduled container service from the 
Great Lakes; however, standard vessels will handle containers as 
an oversized piece of break bulk cargo.

These lines are also expanding their fleets of containers and 
are establishing working agreements with railroads, truckers, freight 
forwarders and container leasing companies in order to provide the 
facilities necessary for getting an empty container to their inland 
customer and then hauling the loaded container to the dockside. Sea 
Land has a large fleet of 35 foot containers and has interchange 
agreements with truckers in Europe and with 500 truckers and 17 
railroads in the U.S. The other lines also have their own containers, 
e .g . , Moore-McCormack is building up a fleet of 1,000 twenty 
foot and 500 forty foot boxes, but unlike Sea Land, they will also 
haul containers owned by leasing pools or railroads.

The New York Central has the largest fleet of containers in the 
railroad industry. With its Flexi Van Service, the railroad furnishes 
the container to the shipper at his dock and hauls it overland to the 
port at piggyback rates. With aggressive promotion of this service, 
the Central has been able to attract considerable traffic into its 
containers.

The recent standardization of container sizes has made the 
interchange of containers feasible and has encouraged the growth of 
firms that specialize in leasing containers. The largest of these, 
Integrated Container Service, signs up ’’pool” members and rents 
its containers to them at five and three dollars per day for forty 
and twenty foot containers, respectively. These containers are 
free to move anywhere, on any truck or railroad or ship. The pool 
member who rents the container is responsible for the per diem 
until he signs the box over to another member. Other firms leasing 
containers include Carl Ewig, Inc,, Container Transport 
International(CTI), and North American International.

The leased containers, because of their flexibility, can be used 
more intensively with less deadheading than the containers that 
can move only within a particular area or along certain routes.
The more efficient utilization of the box, plus the competition among 
the shipping lines for the job of carrying the unattached containers
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overseas, should lower the cost of transporting containers. Consequently, 
as the leasing pools grow and containers become cheaper and more 
accessible to shippers, containerization should become more attractive 
as a method of exporting general cargo from plants throughout the U. S.

The container leasing companies and the shipping lines that are 
committed to containers are establishing offices and distribution, centers 
around the country for the soliciation of container traffic and dispatching 
of containers. Moore-McCormack’s operation is an example. They have 
ten container specialists based in New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, 
and Chicago who shop for business. The shipper receives the container 
at his plant at no charge. Moore-McCormack asks what trucker the 
exporter would like to use, gets the cost of the inland move and the cost 
of the European land move and quotes the exporter a single door to door 
price. Moore handles no pier to pier cargo. They do some freight con
solidating at the U.S. Port but the goods move directly to the European 
customer. Eighty to ninety per cent of their traffic moves through the 
port of New York and sixty to seventy per cent moves to Europe through 
Antwerp and Rotterdam. All containers move inland in Europe by motor 
carrier. By offering these services throughout the U .S., Moore- 
McCormack and the othe r lines have been able to attract a good deal of 
freight to their New York based container ships. For example, Moore’s 
customer list includes such Midwest firms as International Harvester, 
Deere and C o., and Caterpillar Tractor. As the lines expand their 
search for container cargo, we can expect increasing amounts of Mid
western exports to move in containers to coastal ports.

D. Problems of Container Development

Although containerization has grown rapidly over the last decade, 
a number of problems have arisen that have slowed the revolution. As 
with any successful innovation, however, the problems will eventually 
disappear as shippers, shipowners and ports become more accustomed 
to handling containers.

One problem shared by the shipper and shipowner is getting the 
container to the manufacturing plant and then transporting it overland 
to the ship. A trucker will not haul a container from, e .g ., the 
Isbrandsten lot in New York to western Pennsylvania or from a con
tainer depot in Chicago to Omaha unless he can find some cargo with 
the same destination that he can place inside the container. The
trucker must pay the per diem on the container so he will not haul it 
empty just to get a return haul to New York. As more traffic moves 
in containers, this problem will be less acute but at the present, it is 
a serious bottleneck. H Furthermore, truckers are sometimes



reluctant about hauling the loaded containers to the port. The ship 
owner tries to attract relatively low density goods that will take a 
high ocean freight rate on a measurement ton basis* However, this 
is light-loading ’'balloon freight” to the trucker whose revenue is 
determined by the weight of his load. To induce the trucker to haul 
his container to the port, the ship operator has many times not col
lected the per diem charge from the trucker or, in the case of a box 
rented from a leasing company, the ship operator would have to pay 
the charge „

The ship owner’s most serious problem, however, does not 
occur in the U»S.; rather, it originates at the other end of the voyage, 
usually in Europe,, The full economies of containers are achieved 
with door to door delivery of high value cargo moving in volume with 
fairly even balance in both directions * Because trade between Eur ope 
and North America is unbalanced, it is very difficult for the owners 
to fill their containers for the westbound voyage0 Some containers 
must come back empty; in fact, Moore-McCormack estimates that 
only ten per cent as many of its containers are full westbound as 
are loaded going east* Thus, if a box is sent inland in Europe to 
the consignee's door, the ship operator will be faced not only with 
an empty van coming back, but must also pay a European trucker or 
railroad to return the empty container to the pier for storage . In 
the process, most of the economies of containerization are lost.

The need for a balanced trade is probably the single most im
portant requirement for a successful container operation* To main
tain a balance, the shipping firms may load break bulk cargo into its 
containers for pier to pier shipment westbound. The U.S. Lines, 
for example, hopes that 75 per cent of its containers will be loaded 
at the American Shipper ?s plants and, because it has pretty good 
cargo balance in either direction, they can load the containers at 
the European port for shipment back to the U. S.

This type of pier to pier container operation increases handling 
requirements and, if the radius over which the freight must be 
gathered to make a container load or over which it must be distri
buted from the container is large, a good part of the value of con
tainerization is lost* However, a large part of container traffic 
will continue to be pier to pier since point to point traffic, e .g . , 
twenty containers per month moving between plants in Kansas 
City and Birmingham, England, is not very large. Nevertheless, 
pier to pier container operations are a significant improvement 
over standard break bulk operations because the consolidation of 
freight into containers can be done away from the congestion and 
high labor costs at dockside.
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The necessity of a balanced trade for a successful container oper
ation again points out the dilemma facing smaller ports—the fact that the 
container is essentially a ’load center” device. Unlike the conventional 
vessel y the container ship cannot go from port to port along a coast until 
its hold is full* The new containerships find combination vessels are 
enormously expensive—costing anywhere' from $15 million to $25 million 
to build; therefore, it is essential that they be on the ocean as much as 
possible. This requires rapid turnaround at the port and concentrating 
containerships on the heavily tonnaged routes. Containers will move on 
regular route operations, not through ports where cargo opportunities
present themselves*

While it is easy to find heavy volumes of container cargo moving 
in both directions between New York and Antwerp, San Francisco and 
Yokohama or Oakland and Honolulu, trouble begins when expensive con
tainers and containerships move to Charleston or San Diego or to some 
small port on the Baltic* The process of gathering the containers can 
cover a large number of points throughout the countryside; however, 
the containerships must operate on heavily tonnaged main arteries*
The inherent nature of container economics forces concentration of 
traffic at a limited number of selected ports.

The large number of relatively small European ports that are too 
small to generate a large amount of container traffic plus the fact that 
the problems of shipping containers inland are more formidable in 
Europe than in the U„ S* to some extent explain why European shipping 
lines are moving very slowly and cautiously toward containerization* 
Until 1966, containerization was primarily an American intercoastal 
operation; however, with the recent introduction of containers into 
North Atlantic routes, containerization now poses a threat to the 
European lines# The foreign firms have not moved anywhere as rapidly 
as their American competitors, but instead have adopted a "wait and 
see” attitude* They are making some plans for containerships but 
perfer to wait until the demand for these services warrants their con
struction rather than building in anticipation of future traffic* The 
larger European ports are also planning or building facilities to handle 
containers* For the immediate future, however, most European ports 
and ship operators are staying with conventional break bulk cargo and 
are not embracing containers with the zeal of Americans.

As with most innovations, however, the container will prevail and 
eventually the Europeans will be forced to join the revolution* As the 
Americans continue to expand their container operations, the current 
problems and bottlenecks will be overcome. A sign that things are 
moving in this direction is that the shipping conferences are slowly 
changing their rules to encourage shippers to use containers. Members 
no longer charge penalty rates for containers. The heavy competition
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on the Atlantic routes will insure traffic reductions on container cargo 
as the lines attempt to fill their new containerships. Even the lethargic 
conferences will not be able to stifle containers—the potential economics 
are too great* Eyre is convinced that containers will reach their ultimate 
level of development (which means 75 per cent of the North Atlantic trade 
would be containerized) by 1975„ This may be a bit early but Eyre is 
correct when he concludes, "Like it or not—containers and the mari
time industry are married for good.

IL CONTAINER SUITABLE TRAFFIC AT THE 
GREAT LAKES PORTS

A„ Introduction

With the economies of containers becoming more accessible to ex
porters, we can expect increasing numbers of Midwest exporters to 
utilize the expanded container services offered by the Eastern ports and 
shipping lines» Some Midwest traffic is already moving to the Eastern 
ports in containers and this flow will increase as containerization grows 
toward its full potential. The Great Lakes ports are confronted with a 
serious problem—whether or not to invest in expensive container faci
lities in the hope of attracting the container cargo and container vessels. 
The final decision to build or not to build the facilities will depend upon 
the volume of container traffic that can be expected to move through 
the Lake ports in the future« In this section we shall attempt to estimate 
the volume of container suitable traffic that will no ve on the Great Lakes 
and through the principal general cargo ports over the next two decades.

In formulating these estimates we shall make extensive use of an 
excellent study of Great Lakes general cargo traffic recently published 
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: Great Lakes-Overseas General 
Cargo Traffic Analysis, March, 1967, In this study, the Corps esti
mates the total waterborne general cargo traffic generated in the Great 
Lakes area, determines how much of this traffic is produced in areas 
tributary to Great Lakes ports and how much actually moves through 
the Lake ports* Using these estimates as a base, the Corps projected 
the amount of general cargo traffic generated in the Great Lakes area, 
the amount shipped via the Great Lakes and the future tonnages at 
principal Lake ports for the years 1975 to 2105* These projections 
will be the basis of our estimates of future container traffic on the 
Lakes and at the major Lake ports.
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B» Analysis of Great Lakes General Cargo Traffic

The Great Lakes area, as determined by the Corps of Engineers, 
includes the eight border states of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, 
Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and western Pennsylvania and western New 
York, and eleven additional states contiguous on the west and south of 
the border states: Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky, and West 
Virginia. 1 3  This area was selected as the maximum area tributary 
to the Great Lakes ports on the assumption that overseas traffic will 
move via a lake port if the Great Lakes-St, Lawrence Seaway route is 
the most economical routing* It was determined that these states 
include that part of the U.S. for which the most economical routing 
would be via a lake port for overseas general cargo traffic.

The Corps estimated that in 1964 approximately 8,2 million tons 
of overseas general cargo traffic was generated in this area. Of this 
total, 4,164,000 tons, or about 51%, moved through Lake ports. 1 4  

By 1985, the Corps estimates that the lake ports will have captured 
59% of their hinterland’s general cargo traffic. This projection is based 
on an extension of the historical trend plus an expected increase in the 
number of sailings into the Great Lakes, Infrequent sailings to some 
areas has inhibited much general cargo from moving through the Great 
Lakes ports so an increase in the number of sailings should accelerate 
the growth of traffic at these ports.

In order to determine how much of the projected Great Lakes 
traffic could be containerized, the commodities that the Army classifies 
as general cargo were placed into three classes: Class A - goods that 
will fit into a container and are of sufficient value to warrant the expense 
of using a container for their overseas movement; Class B - low valued 
goods that would physically fit into a container but because of their 
relatively low value would only be containerized in order to fill boxes 
that might otherwise move to or from a port empty; Class C - general 
cargo that either won’t fit into a container or is of very low value or 
that for some other reason would not be containerized. The problem 
with this type of classification is that in some instances the line that 
divides Class A and B or B and C is very fuzzy. A certain amount of 
arbitrariness is inevitable. In their General Cargo Analysis and in their 
Waterborne Commerce of the United States, the Corps of Engineers 
lists general cargo according to the Waterborne Commodity Code, Some 
of these categories are quite broad and the category descriptions 
quite vague, e .g ., item 138, fruits and preparations, n .e .c , ; or 
item 710, engines, turbines, parts, n .e .c . This vagueness makes 
classification of these items difficult and open to question. Some cate
gories such as 730, metalworking machinery and parts, may contain
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some commodities that will fit into containers and some that will not.
In dealing with such a commodity group, we have arbitrarily placed 
50% of the tonnage in Class A and 50% in Class C„ While we felt 
that such a procedure would give us the best approximation of the 
actual volume of container suitable for general cargo traffic, it is 
obvious that, because of these difficulties in classification, our 
results can at best be considered as rough estimates.

In Table 1 we present the results of this classification for the 
total general cargo traffic at all Great Lakes ports. Table 2 lists 
these results for the five leading general cargo ports.

These five ports handled 73% of the total general cargo traffic 
on the Lakes in 1964, Inclusion of the traffic at Duluth-Superior 
adds 469,586 tons for a total of 3,511,740 tons, which was 84% of 
total general cargo traffic in 1964, However, inclusion of Duluth- 
Superior would not add much container traffic since 21,669 tons, 
or 58% of the imports, and about 416,107, or 96% of the exports, 
would be class C commodities. Since inclusion of Duluth-Superior 
would add only about 30,000 tons of container traffic to the total 
for the Great Lakes, about 3% of total container traffic, we shall 
limit the study to the five ports listed in Table 2, Together these 
ports handle practically all of the container suitable traffic on the 
Great Lakes *

As these data indicate, most of the general cargo shipped from 
Great Lakes ports will not be suited for containers, —72% of the imports 
and 81% of the exports are class C* commodities. This is primarily 
because a few commodities which account for a large share of the 
traffic aren't container^suitable. Export traffic is dominated by 
bagged agricultural products such as commodity 035, dried milk;
107, wheat flour and semolina; 109, flour, flour grain prep, n .e .c* ; 
and 110, animal feeds, n„e,c» These commodities, which are classi
fied as general cargo by the Corps of Engineers, accounted for 984,000 
tons, or 60% of the total class C cargo shipped on the Great Lakes 
in 1964, Add to this total the 343,325 tons of item 602, iron and 
steel scrap, the 153,795 tons of item 020, animal oils and fats, 
ediblef and the 146,667 tons of 080, tallow, and the sum, 1,627,842 
accounts for 84% of the Class C exports and 6 8 % of all the general 
cargo exports from the Great Lakes ports in 1964, In addition to 
these commodities, the Great Lakes area produces and exports large 
amounts of heavy machinery, motor vehicles, and industrial equip
ment, much of which will not fit into containers. Consequently, it is 
not surprising that such a large share of the area’s general cargo 
export traffic is not suitable for containerization.
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TABLE 1

Exports

Imports

U.S. Great Lakes-Overseas General Cargo Traffic by 
Degree of Suitability for Containerization -  1964

Class Short Tons % of Total
2,391,801

A 378,110 16
B 75,220 3
C 1,938,471 81

1,772,557
A 432,246 25
B 56,143 3
C 1,284,168 72

Source: Data from U.S. Army Corps cf Engineers, Great Lakes-Overseas 
General Cargo Traffic Analysis, Table B -l, p. B -l.

TABLE 2

Class

Exports

Chicago
Detroit
Milwaukee
Cleveland
Toledo

Overseas General Cargo Traffic at Major Great Lakes Ports 
by Degree of Suitability for Containers, 1964 (short tons).

A B C  Totals

103,317 (12%)
43.002 (14%) 
29,495 (15%)
24.2 90 (32%) 
14,658 (2 2 %)

Total Exports 214,762

Imports

Chicago
Detroit
Milwaukee
Cleveland
Toledo

208,371 (32%) 
94,939 (18%) 
25,167 (35%) 
53,015 (26%) 
27,681 (25%)

45,511 (6 %) 
7  , 462 (3%) 
7,038 (4%) 
2 , 662 (4%) 

229 -

62,902

21,716 (3%) 
4,474 (1%) 

12,281 (17%) 
10,432 (5%) 
1,090 (1%)

680,471 (82%) 
245,588 (83%) 
160,689 (81%) 
48,304 (64%) 
53,125 (78%)

1,188,267

429,173 (65%) 
428,856 (81%) 
35,078 (48%) 

143,098 (69%) 
80,852 (74%)

829,299
296,052
197,222
75,256
68,102

1,465,931

659,260
528,269
72,526

206,545
109,623

Total Imports 409,173 49,993 1,117,057 1,576,223
Total Traffic 623,935 112,895 2,305,324 3,042,154
Source: Data from U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Waterborne Commerce of the 
United States, Part 3, 1964.
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The majority of the area’s imports are also Class C due, primarily, 
to a single commodity, 609, rolled and finished steel mill products* 
Shipments of this commodity totalled 725,7 14 tons in 1964 and 41% of the 
Great Lakes area’s total general cargo imports. This commodity alone 
accounted for 62%, 39%, 33%, 26% and 24% of total general cargo imports 
at the ports of Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland, Milwaukee and Toledo, 
respectively* Other important Class C import commodities were items 
601* pig iron; 50% of item 603, iron and steel semifinished products;
200, rubber, crude and allied gums; 780, motor vehicles excl. parts; 
and 555, nonmetallic minerals and m frs., n .e .c . (principally salt).

The principal Class A exports were food products, i . e . , meat and 
meat products, vegetables and preparations. Small machinery, 
machinery parts, and chemicals were also important. The major 
Class A imports were liquors and wines, 50% of iron and steel semi
finished products, tools and basic hardware, and glass and glass 
products.

C* Estimates of Future Container Traffic

These 1964 data will serve as a benchmark on which we shall build 
our estimates of the future container suitable traffic at the Great Lakes 
ports# With the possible exception of iron and steel imports, we expect 
future general cargo traffic to be distributed among the various com
modities in about the same proportions as in 1964. In Table 3 the 
share of total imports of item 609, rolled and finished steel mill 
products, which has fluctuated a great deal, is compared with the 
share of commodity 190, wines and liquors, another important import 
commodity whose share of the total has been relatively constant since 
the opening of the Seaway.

TABLE 3
Share of Total Imports at Great Lakes Ports of Rolled and 
Finished Products and Wines and Liquors, 1959-1964

Year Steel Products (%) Liquors and
1959 34.8 3.6
1960 15*1 5*2
1961 18.6 5*0
1962 21,3 4*3
1963 27*3 4.0
1964 35.7 3.2

Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Great Lakes-Overseas
General Cargo Traffic Analysis» March 1967, Table B-5, p. B-12,
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The prolonged steel strike In 1959 contributed to the high level 
of steel imports for that year, while the 1960 slump in business activity 
helps explain the low total for the following year* The next three years 
could be considered normal as steel imports grew along with the level 
of economic activity in the U.S. The sharp increase in 1964 was due 
to the heavy demand for steel for expansion of capital equipment and 
partly to the anticipation of a steel strike* However, steel imports 
continued to grow—from 6,4 million tons for the U. S. in 1964 to nearly 
10»4 million tons in 1 9 6 5 0 The heavy demand for steel and the rela
tively high prices of domestically produced steel have combined to 
keep steel imports at a high level.

Since no change in these factors is anticipated, we expect rolled 
and finished steel to continue to account for 30 to 35% of the total imports 
©r 40 to 45 per cent of general cargo imports at Great Lakes ports in 
the foreseeable future ♦ Combined with other iron and steel import 
commodities not suitable for containers (pig iron, semifinished steel 
products) j Class C iron and steel imports should account for approx
imately 50% of the area's future general cargo imports.

In estimating future general cargo imports, we utilize the Corps 
of Engineers' projections of general cargo traffic at the Great Lakes 
ports* Table 4 shows the division of overseas general cargo ̂ traffic 
between exports and imports since the Seaway opened in 1959, Since
1960 the relative share of import traffic has increased by 1 0 %,
(1961 can be ignored. The low per cent import figure was due to 
abnormally large exports of iron and steel scrap,) We expect this 
trend to continue* but at a reduced rate. Over the next ten years we 
expect imports will account for approximately 45% of total traffic 
at Great Lakes ports. This estimate, which may seem conservative,
Is based on the expectation of continued expansion of export activity 
by Midwest manufacturers, many of whom are just beginning to pene
trate overseas markets, and a continuing high level of exports of 
agricultural commodities such as dried milk and flour. These factors 
should cause exports to grow at about the same rate as imports over 
the next decade* The projections of import and export traffic at all 
Great Lakes ports * based on these assumptions and on the Army 
projections5 are given in Table 5*
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TABLE 4

Great Lakes Overseas General Cargo Imports and Exports, 
1959-1964 (L000 short tons)

Year
Total General 
Cargo Traffic

General Cargo Imports 
Tons % of Total Traffic

General Cargo Exports 
Tons % of Total Traffic

1959 1,780 974 55 806 45
1960 2,266 737 32 1,529 6 8

1961 3,154 849 27 2,305 73
1962 2,740 1,045 38 1,695 62
1963 3,261 1,303 40 1,958 60
1964 4,164 1,773 42 2,391 58

Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Great Lakes-Over seas General
Cargo Traffic Analysis, 
Table B - 6 , p. B-19*

March 1967, Table 29, p. 6 6 , and

TABLE 5

Estimated Future General Cargo Imports and Exports at 
Great Lakes Ports (1,000 short tons).

Year Total Traffic1  Imports (45%) Exports (55%)

1975 5,600 2,520 3,080
1985 6,700 3,015 3,685
1995 7,600 3,420 4,180
2005 8,450 3,802 4,648
2015 9,200 4,140 5,060

1  Projections from Corps of Engineers, Great Lakes-Overseas General 
Cargo Traffic Analysis, p. 126*

As stated earlier, we expect 50% of the general cargo import traffic 
to be Class C iron and steel products. The remaining Class C import 
commodities will bring the total Class C traffic to about 70% of total 
imports. The remaining 30% of the import volume will be primarily 
Class A with a small amount of Class B* We shall combine the Class A 
and B import tonnages traffic into a single container-suitable category 
on the assumption that Class B imports will be containerized in order to 
achieve a balanced flow of containers into the Great Lakes* Table 6  lists 
the breakdown of the projected import traffic for all ports.
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TABLE 6

Year

Projected Overseas General Cargo Import Traffic at Great 
Lakes Ports by Suitability for Containers (1,000 short tons)„

Total Imports Class C (70%)
Container
Suitable

1975
1985
1995
2005
2015

2,520
3,015
3,420
3,802
4,140

1,764
2,110
2,394
2,661
2,898

756
905

1,026
1,141
1,242

Source: Derived from Table 5

As mentioned earlier, 55 per cent of the 1964 general cargo exports 
from Great Lakes ports were bagged agricultural products and iron and 
steel scrap--commodities that would not move in containers. These 
commodities, plus rolled, finished steel products; motor vehicles; con
struction and mining machinery; animal oils and tallow, totalled 
1,735,448 which was 90% of the Class C exports and 72% of the 1964 
exports at the Great Lakes ports. The approximate share of these ten 
commodities of the total exports since 1959 is given in Table 7.

TABLE 7

Share of Total Great Lakes General Cargo Exports 
of Ten Principal Class C Commodities, 1959-1964

Total General Total of Ten Ten Commodities
Year Cargo Exports Commodities Share of Total

1959 805,864 337,365 42%
1960 1,529,530 1,140,029 74%
1961 2,305,591 1,883,736 82%
1962 1,695,467 1,157,274 6 8 %
1963 1,958,029 1,372,436 70%
1964 2,391,801 1,735,448 72%

Source: Data from Table B- 6  of Corps of Engineers, Great Lakes-Overseas 
General Cargo Traffic Analysis*
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Except for the Seaway start up year, 1959, and for 1961 when 
exports of iron and steel scrap were abnormally high, these ten 
Class C commodities have accounted for 70 to 74 per cent of all 
general cargo exports. Therefore, the 1964 Class C share of total 
general cargo exports—80%--seems representative of past experience 
at lake ports.

The principal Class A export commodities in recent years have 
been vegetables and preparations, meat and meat products, chemicals, 
and motor vehicle parts. These items represented 10, 14 and 11 per 
cent of total Great Lakes general cargo exports in 1962, 19133, and
1964 respectively.

Maizels has estimated the rate of growth, through 1973, of world 
trade in manufactures. These estimates are shown in Table 8. The 
commodity groups that are expected to experience the most rapid 
growth, chemicals, machinery, and transport equipment, are major 
exports of the Great Lakes area. All of chemicals, plus much of the 
machinery group, i .e . ,  electrical machinery, small engines, some 
industrial machinery, are Class A commodities. Since exports of 
these commodities are expected to increase most rapidly, we expect 
Class A exports to increase to 20% of total general cargo exports by 
1975 with Class B remaining at about 3 to 5% and Class C falling to 
about 75%. The tonnage figures based on these estimates and on the 
Corps' projections are given in Table 9.

TABLE 8

Estimated Rate of Change of World Trade in Manufactures by 
Commodity Group, 1959-1973

Per Cent Compound Annual 
Commodity Group Rates of Growth, 1959-73

Metals 4„ 50
Machinery 6.75
Transport Equipment 6.75
Other Metal Goods 2.81
Chemicals 7.00
Textiles and Clothing -2.56
Other Manufacturers 4. 8 8

Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Great Lakes-Overseas
General Cargo Traffic Analysis, p. 109, taken from: Maizels, 
Alfred., Industrial Growth and World Trade, Cambridge:
At the University Press, 1963, p. 403, Table 15-7.
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Projected Overseas General Cargo Export Traffic at all Great 
Lakes Ports by Suitability for Containers (1,000 short tons)

Year Total Exports Class C (75%) Class B (5%) Class A (20%)

1975 3,080
1985 3,685
1995 4,180
2005 4,648
2015 5,060

Source: Derived from Table 5

Combining Tables 6  and 9 we have estimates of future container- 
suitable traffic on the Great Lakes.

TABLE 9

2,310 154 616
2,764 184 737
3,135 209 836
3,486 232 930
3,795 253 1 , 0 1 2

TABLE 10

Estimated Container-Suitable Traffic on the Great Lakes,
1975-2015 (1000 short tons)

Imports (Class A and B) Exports(Class A) Total

756 616 1,372
905 737 1,642

1,026 836 1,862
1,141 930 2,071
1,242 1 , 0 1 2 2,254

Year

1975
1985
1995
2005
2015

Source: Tables 6  and 9.

Although they are only rough approximations, these estimates indicate 
that a substantial amount of container -suitable cargo will be shipped via the 
Lake ports in the future--over 1.5 million tons by 1985. This large volume 
of traffic would suggest a role for containerships and container facilities 
at some lake ports. In order to determine which ports will handle future 
container traffic, the projected total traffic must be allocated to the major
lake ports.

The Corps of Engineers has estimated future general cargo traffic 
at the ports of Chicago, Milwaukee, and Cleveland, and we have derived 
estimates for Detroit and Toledo. Traffic at the latter two ports was
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projected on the basis of each port’s historical share of the total 
Great Lakes general cargo traffic. These data are given in Table 11.

TABLE 11

Detroit’s and Toledo’s Share of Great Lakes General 
Cargo Traffic, 1959-1964

Year Detroit Toledo

1959 14% 6 . 1 %
1960 24% 5.8%
1961 15% 6.7%
1962 16% 6 . 0 %
1963 16% 6 . 2 %
1964 19% 4. 6 %

Source: from data in Army General Cargo Analysis, 
pp. 130 and 131.

Assuming that Detroit’s share remains at about 17% and 
Toledo’s grows to 7% and applying these ratios to the Army projections 
of total general cargo traffic, we obtain the tonnages listed for 
Detroit and Toledo in Table 12.

TABLE 12

Projected General Cargo Traffic at the Principal Great 
Lakes Ports (1000 short tons)

1975 1985 1995 2005 2015

Chicago 2080 2330 2520 2710 2900
Cleveland 565 720 825 930 1035
Detroit 952 1139 1292 1436 1564
Milwaukee 615 715 805 885 960
Toledo 390 469 532 591 644
TOTALS 4602 5373 5974 6552 7103

Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Great Lakes-Overseas 
General Cargo Traffic Analysis, p. 133.
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The division of these totals between import and export traffic was 
a matter of judgment based primarily on the traffic patterns that existed 
at the major ports in 1964. Since we do not expect these patterns to 
change radically over the next ten to twenty years, we have altered the 
percentages from Table 2 only slightly. The results, shown in Table 13, 
are our estimates of how the traffic will be divided between exports and 
imports at the five ports. Cleveland, Detroit, and Toledo will continue 
to have more import than export traffic because of their relatively large 
amounts of iron and steel imports. Milwaukee has large amounts of 
relief cargo exports and few steel imports, while Chicago exports a great 
variety of goods that more than balance its heavy imports of iron and 
steel. These two ports, therefore, should continue to export more than 
they import.

TABLE 13

Estimated Future Division of General Cargo Traffic at Principal
Great Lakes Ports

Port Exports Imports

Chicago 60% 40%
Detroit 40% 60%
Milwaukee 75% 25%
Cleveland1 2 0 % 80%
Toledo 40% 60%

This estimate is in line with the one presented in a study prepared 
for the Port of Cleveland by the Battelle Institute, Market Analysis Study 
of Container-Suitable International Traffic at the Port of Cleveland, May. 
22, 1967, p. 54.

Applying these ratios to the total traffic projections, we obtain 
Table 14.
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Estimated Future General Cargo Exports and Imports at 
Major Great Lakes Ports (1000 short tons)

TABLE 14

Y E A R
EXPORTS 1975 1985 1995 2005 2015

Chicago 1248 1398 1512 1626 1740
Detroit 381 456 517 574 626
Milwaukee 461 536 604 664 720
Cleveland 113 144 165 186 207
Toledo 156 188 213 236 258
TOTAL 2359 2722 3011 3286 3551

IMPORTS

Chicago 832 932 1008 1084 1160
Detroit 571 683 775 862 938
Milwaukee 154 179 2 0 1 2 2 1 240
Cleveland 452 576 660 744 828
Toledo 234 281 319 355 386
TOTAL 2243 

Source: Tables 12 and 13

2651 2963 3266 3552

Future container-suitable traffic can now be estimated for the indi
vidual ports. Assuming the traffic mix at each port will remain roughly 
stable, we can approximate the shares of Class A, B, and C cargo given 
in Table 2 and apply these ratios to the projected import and export 
tonnages. Table 15 shows the percentages used, while the results of the 
computations are in Table 16. In Table 17 we have consolidated our 
results.

TABLE 15

Estimated Distribution of General Cargo Traffic at the Major Great 
Lakes Ports by Degree of Container -suitabilit^Per Cent)

Exports A_ B C

Chicago 15 5 80
Detroit 15 5 80
Milwaukee 2 0 5 75
Cleveland 35 5 60
Toledo 25 - 75



22 Table 15 Continued

Imports A and B

Chicago
Detroit
Milwaukee
Cleveland
Toledo

35 65
20 80
50 50
30 70
25 75

TABLE 16

Projected Traffic at Major Great Lakes Ports by Detree of Container
Suitability (1000 short tons)

Exports 1975
Chicago Total 1248

A 187
B 6 2

C 999
Detroit Total 381

A 57
B 19
C 305

Milwaukee Total 461
A 92
B 23
C 346

Cleveland Total THT
A 39
B 6

C 6 8

Toledo Total 156
A 39
B
C 117

1985 1995 2005 2015
1398 1512 1626 1740

2 1 0 227 244 261
.70 75 81 87

1118 1 2 1 0 1301 1S92
456 517 574 626

6 8 78 8 6 94
23 26 29 31

365 413 459 501
536 604 664 720
107 1 2 1 133 144
27 30 33 36

402 453 498 540
144 165 186 207
50 58 65 72
7 8 9 1 0

87 99 1 1 2 125
188 213 236 258
47 53 59 64

141 160 177 194
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Table 16 Continued

Imports 1975 1985 1995 2005 2015

Chicago Total 832 932 1008 1084 1160
A and B 291 326 353 379 406
C 541 606 655 705 754

Detroit Total 571 683 775 862 938
A and B 114 137 155 172 188
C 457 546 620 690 750

Milwaukee Total 154 2 0 1 2 2 1 240
A and B 77 89 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 0

C 77 89 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 0

Cleveland Total 452 576 660 744 828
A and B 136 173 198 223 248
C 316 403 462 521 580

Toledo Total 234 281 319 355 ~ 386
A and B 58 70 80 89 96
C 176 2 1 1 239 266 290

Source: Tables 14 and 15

According to our estimates, all five ports will handle significant 
amounts of container-suitable cargo by 19750 Chicago will continue to 
be the major port with nearly 500,000 tons of container-suitable 
cargo—enough to warrant serious consideration of the construction of 
a modern container facility. This amount of traffic would be sufficient 
to support a fully integrated container berth. The other ports lack the 
traffic necessary to support a fully integrated container system. Detroit, 
Milwaukee, and Cleveland can each expect to handle about 175,000 tons 
of container-suitable cargo annually by 1975. Since a modern, fully 
integrated container berth is capable of handling 500,000 tons per year, 
these ports quite obviously do not need such a facility,,

However, these ports will have to take steps to prevent the 
valuable container-suitable traffic generated within their hinterland 
from being diverted to the Eastern ports * The Battelle study has shown 
that for most general cargo commodities the Midwest exporter can 
enjoy a cost savings by shipping his cargo in containers through New 
York, rather than break bulk through a lake port. 1 7  The study also 
concluded that most general cargo commodities could be shipped even 
more economically in containers through the port of Cleveland rather 
than overland via New York. To handle Cleveland’s potential con
tainer traffic, Battelle advocated the construction of a combination 
berth designed to handle break-bulk shipments as well as containers 
of all sizes. Such a berth (which would be an open quay, would have
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the necessary land for marshalling and storing containers, a warehouse 
away from dockside, and the land-based cranes and ancillary equipment) 
would cost Cleveland about $3-1/2 million and could handle an estimated
100,000 tons annually. 1 9  Battelle feels that this berth would be paying 
for itself by 1975, when they forecast 133.401 tons of potential container- 
suitable cargo for the port of Cleveland.2®

TABLE 17

Projected Container-Suitable General Cargo Traffic at Principal 
Great Lake Ports (1000 Short Tons)

Chicago
Exports
Imports
TOTAL

Detroit
Exports
Imports
TOTAL

Milwaukee
Exports
Imports
TOTAL

Cleveland
Exports
Imports
TOTAL

Toledo
Exports
Imports
TOTAL

TOTAL - 5 Ports

Y E A R
.975 1985 1995 2005 2015

187 2 1 0 227 244 261
291 326 353 379 406
478 536 580 623 667

57 6 8 78 8 6 94
114 137 155 172 188
171 205 233 258 282

92 107 1 2 1 133 144
77 89 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 0

169 196 2 2 1 243 264

39 50 58 65 72
136 173 198 223 248
175 223 256 288 320

39 47 53 59 64
58 70 80 89 96
97 117 133 148 160

1090 1277 1423 1560 1693

Source: Table 16
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On the basis of this study and our projections, it would seem that 
Detroit, Milwaukee, and Toledo should also consider the construction 
of a similar combination facility. However, before each lake port begins 
investing millions in container facilities and duplicating its neighbor’s 
facilities, we should ask how the container services on the Great Lakes 
will evolve. Our projections indicate that greater amounts of container - 
suitable traffic will be shipped in the Great Lakes area in the future 
(the lake ports presently handle only about 40% of the overseas general 
cargo trade generated in their hinterland). We must attempt to deter
mine how this traffic will move in the future.

Some analysts have predicted that the lake ports are dead as far as 
general cargo traffic traffic is concerned. They foresee almost all Midwest 
general cargo traffic moving in containers to and from the Eastern 
container ports on fast, low-cost, unit trains, thereby eliminating 
most general cargo traffic at the lake ports. We do not agree with these 
predictions for two reasons. First, as we have seen, container-suitable 
cargo makes up a relatively small share of the total general cargo traffic 
on the Great Lakes. The distribution of traffic into cargo that is con
tainer-suitable and cargo unsuited for containers is given in Table 18a 
Most of the cargo unsuited for containers is bagged relief cargo and 
animal fats which are not always classified as general cargo* However, 
large amounts of high value general cargo such as construction and 
mining machinery, transportation equipment, farm machinery, and 
iron and steel products are also handled at the lake ports. These com
modities will not fit into containers as we know them today, and if 
special boxes were built to accommodate these commodities, they would 
be most difficult to transport overland on a unit train. Consequently, we 
can expect a major share of the general cargo traffic at the lake ports 
to continue to be unsuitable for containerization.

TABLE 18

Distribution of Overseas General Cargo Traffic at Principal Great 
Lakes Ports by Suitability for Containerization, 1964

Port Container Suitable Not Container Suitable

Chicago 2 2 % 78%
Detroit 17% 83%
Milwaukee 25% 75%
Cleveland 31% 69%
Toledo 24% 76%
TOTAL, All Lake Ports 2 1 % 79%

Source: Tables 1 and 2
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The second reason for rejecting these predictions is basically a poli 

tical one We cannot imagine the Great Lakes ports allowing their valuable 
general cargo traffic to be diverted to other ports. The lake ports are just
beginning to attract a decent share of their hinterland’s general cargo traffic
and through aggressive promotion, they expect to expand that shar . 
volume of container traffic grows, we expect the lake ports and the Mid
western transportation industry to provide the services and the facilities 
necessary to continue their vigorous competition with the Eastern po 
and railroads.

Since we do not expect general cargo traffic to disappear from the 
Great Lakes, we must consider the question of what the lake ports mus 
to accommodate the future traffic and to attract more of the hinterland s 
general cargo. Most observers believe that for the foreseeable futur 
most of the container traffic on the lakes will be handled by combination 
ships. The large containerships will be limited to the heavily tonnaged 
routes such as between New York and Antwerp or New York and Rotter
dam. It is uneconomic for these new ships to stop at the smaller p 
around the world. Since there is considerable traffic between these 
smaller ports and the U.S. ports, including those on the Great Lakes, 
the combination vessels will play an important role m world trade even 
after containers have become widely used*

These combination vessels could be handled at facilities such as 
those proposed for Cleveland, or even at facilities already available at 
some lake ports. Thus, the smaller ports c o u l d  handle container cargo 
without investing in an expensive, fully integrated container berth that 
would be idle much of the time <>

Although they are more economical than standard break bulk vessels, 
the combination vessels limit the potential e C o n o m l e s  that carl be achieved 
through containerization. The primary advantage of containers, the fast 
ship turnaround, is lost. While Battelle concluded that the combination 
vessel carrying a container from a lake port can presently compete 
successfully with the containership at an Eastern port, their report did 
not consider the possible loss of traffic to Eastern ports due to the 
proposed low cost unit trains and the possible reductions in shipping rates 
as ship owners compete to fill their new containerships. This type of 
competition may force the Great Lakes ports to consider the eonstruction 
of one or perhaps two complete, fully integrated container berths. T 
ports of Chicago and Milwaukee together will generate enough traffic 
to justify the construction of a modern container terminal at their end 
of Lake Michigan. Another, located to service the ports on the Eastern 
lakes might be conomically feasible.
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These facilities and the volume of container -suitable traffic 
we have projected would attract even the modern containerships into 
the Great Lakes. The fast and economical service they provide, 
along with the services of the combination vessels, would help the 
lake ports retain and expand their share of the general cargo traffic 
originating in the Great Lakes area.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of the container into ocean shipping has begun 
a revolution that will affect most of the world's shippers, ship owners 
and ports. The recent growth and potential of containerization is 
presently the most publicized development in the field of transportation. 
The container's potential economies have convinced over a dozen 
major U. S. and foreign flag firms, either alone or as partners in 
consortiums, to invest huge sums in the building of containers and 
specially designed, fully automated containerships. The Americans 
have taken the lead in containerization and have, at the present time, 
nine containerships in operation, with another 25 vessels on order. 
Recently, the foreign firms have also begun ordering these new 
vessels. In addition to the full containerships, some lines are order
ing new combination vessels or converting older ships into vessels 
capable of handling containers as well as break bulk cargo. Container 
leasing operations that have sprung up in recent years make it easier 
for an exporter to containerize his shipments.

The benefits of containerization include lower freight costs, 
faster delivery of goods, less pilferage and shipping damage, con
sequently lower insurance premiums, and lower handling costs. The 
new containerships, at a modern berth, can load and unload within 
24 hours, reducing the cost at port by about 75%. The rapid ship 
turnaround can, by itself, cut the cost of an ocean shipment by at 
least 25 %„ The potential savings due to containers can only be 
described as tremendous.

Containers have brought some problems along with these bene
fits. Containers and containerships require special port facilities 
such as open quays, 1 0  to 2 0  acres of land per berth, and large shore- 
based cranes. Such a berth costs upwards of $4.5 million to build. 
Smaller ports cannot expect a great deal of container traffic because 
the containership is essentially a "load center” device--it will 
operate only at large ports and over heavily tonnaged routes.
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Thus, the smaller ports, including the Great Lakes ports, are faced 
with the possibility of having much of their general cargo traffic re
routed to the larger container ports. The imbalance of container 
traffic between North America and the rest of the world is another 
problem the shipping firms have not been able to solve. At present, 
most containers come back to the U. S. empty.

Since none of these problems are severe enough to stop the re
volution, the larger coastal ports are busily building or expanding 
container facilities. The Port of New York is expanding its already 
extensive facilities at Port Elizabeth and Port Newark. These modern 
facilities have made New York the world’s ’’container capital. ’ ’ Other 
major container ports that are expanding their facilities include 
Boston and Baltimore in the East, and Oakland and Seattle on the 
West Coast.

At the present time, there is very little container traffic on the 
Great Lakes and no lake port is building container facilities. We have 
been unable to estimate how much traffic that originates in the Midwest 
is presently moving in containers overland to an Eastern port. The 
New York Central and the East Coast shipping lines are aggressively 
promoting their container services in the Midwest and have succeeded 
in attracting some general cargo to the Eastern ports.

In an attempt to estimate the amount of traffic that moves on the 
Great Lakes that could move in containers, we found that the five 
major general cargo ports--Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, Cleveland, 
and Toledo-- already handle significant amounts of container-suitable 
cargo. In 1964 Chicago, the largest lake port, handled over 300,000 
tons of container-suitable cargo.

Combining the estimates of future general cargo traffic on the 
Great Lakes projected by the Army Corps of Engineers with our con
tainer-suitability analysis of the 1964 traffic, we have projected 
container-suitable traffic at the five principal ports through the year 
2015. We estimate that Chicago’s container-suitable traffic will be 
approximately 480,000 tons by 1975, while Detroit, Milwaukee, and 
Cleveland will each handle about 170,000 tons. Toledo will add another
100,000 tons for a total of over one million tons in 1975.

These tonnages are sufficiently large enough to justify the build
ing of facilities to handle containers quickly and efficiently. It is 
obvious that each of the five major Great Lakes ports will never have 
enough container cargo to utilize a fully integrated container berth 
at anywhere near its capacity. A modern container berth can handle 
about 500,000 tons annually and only Chicago will approach that
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figure in the near future* In addition, the economics of the containership 
prevent it from making four stops on a single coast. Building four or 
five complete container facilities on the Great Lakes would be a waste 
of scarce resources. At the most, the estimates of future container - 
suitable cargo would justify building two facilities; one at the southern 
end of Lake Michigan to service Chicago and Milwaukee, and one on 
Lake Erie to service the eastern lake ports.

The individual ports can best serve their future container customers 
with berths capable of handling the new combination vessels. These 
vessels will probably play the dominant role in future container traffic 
on the lakes and the ports should be equipped to service them efficiently. 
This may mean constructing new facilities or remodeling existing 
berths. In any event, the investment would be less than that required 
for a fully integrated container berth.

As the problems with containers are eliminated and containers 
become more accessible to Midwest shippers, an ever increasing per 
cent of the projected container-suitable cargo will actually move in 
containers. If the lake ports are not equipped to handle this cargo, it 
most certainly will be diverted to seaboard ports that have container 
facilities. Some building ahead of demand will be necessary if the 
lake ports are to prevent this pattern of diverting container traffic from 
forming. Everyone associated with Great Lakes shipping knows first
hand how difficult it becomes to change shipping habits once they are 
formed. Serious planning and study must begin immediately if the 
lake ports are to capture the early converts to containers and prevent 
a pattern of diversion of Midwestern container traffic to the Eastern 
ports from developing.
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APPENDIX A 

Commodity Name for Shipping Statistics

Code
No° Item Name

Group 00 - Animals and Animal Products, Edible 

005 Animals, edible
010 Meat and meat products, fresh or frozen 
013 Meat and meat products, canned
017 Meat and meat products otherwise prepared or preserved 
118 Meat and meat products otherwise prepared or preserved, including 

canned meat products 
020 Animal oils and fats, edible 
033 Condensed and evaporated milk 
035 Dried milk 
037 Cheese
039 Dairy products, not elsewhere classified
040 Fish and fish products, fresh or frozen, except shellfish 
043 Fish and fish products, canned, except shellfish
045 Fish and fish products otherwise prepared or preserved, except 

shellfish
047 Fish and fish products otherwise prepared or preserved, except 

shellf ish, including canned fish and fish products
049 Shellfish and products
050 Eggs and egg products
055 Edible animal products, not elsewhere classified

Group 0 - Animals and Animal Products, Inedible

060 Hides and skins, raw, except furs
065 Leather and leather manufactures
075 Furs and manufactures
080 Tallow, inedible
090 Animals, inedible
094 Shells, unmanufactured
095 Animal products, inedible, not elsewhere classified 
098 Animal products, inedible, not elsewhere classified

Group 1 - Vegetable Food Products and Beverages

100 Corn
101 Rice



102 Barley and rye
103 Wheat
104 Oats
107 Wheat flour and semolina
108 Grain sorghums
109 Other flour, flour and grain preparations, not elsewhere classified
110 Animal feeds (fodder and feeds), not elsewhere classified 
120 Vegetables and preparations, fresh or frozen
123" Vegetables and preparations, canned
125 Vegetables and preparations, n .e .c . , including canned vegetables 

and preparations and soybean flour
127 Vegetables and preparations, n .e .c ., including soybean flour, 

edible
130 Fruits and preparations, fresh or frozen, except bananas
132 Bananas, fresh
133 Fruits and preparations, dried or evaporated
135 Fruits and preparations, canned, except juices
136 Fruit juices
137 Fruits and preparations otherwise prepared or preserved
138 Fruits and preparations otherwise prepared or preserved, including

dried and evaporated and canned fruits and preparations
140 Nuts and preparations
150 Vegetable oils and fats, edible
160 Coffee, raw or green
161 Cocoa beans anji shells
165 Tea, except impure tea, siftings, waste, etc.
167 Cocoa, chocolate, coffee and tea preparations and substitutes, n .e .c .
170 Spices
180 Sugar
185 Molasses, edible, honey, sirup and other related sugar products
190 Distilled spirits, malt liquors, and wines
195 Beverages and sirups, n .e .c .
199 Groceries and food, n .e .c .

Group 2 - Vegetable Products, Inedible, Except Fibers and Wood

200 Rubber, crude and allied gums
201 Synthetic rubbers
203 Rubber scrap and reclaimed rubber
205 Rubber tires and inner tubes
207 Rubber manufactures, n .e .c .
210 Naval stores, gums, and resins
220 Drugs (of vegetable origin), herbs, leaves, and roots, crude
231 Soybeans
232 Flaxseed
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233 Copra
234 Castor beans
235 Oilseeds, n .e .c ., including castor beans
236 Oilseeds, n .e .c* , except castor beans
240 Vegetable oils, fats, and waxes, inedible and/or crude
250 Vegetable dyeing and tanning materials
260 Seeds, except oilseeds
280 Tobacco, unmanufactured
285 Tobacco, manufactured
290 Molasses, inedible
297 Vegetable products, inedible, n .e .c.

Group 3 - Textile Fibers and Manufactures

300 C otton, unmanufactured
310 Cotton, semimanufactures, excluding cotton rags
320 Cotton manufactures, including cotton rags
324 Hemp, including manila or abaca, unmanufactured
326 Sisal, henequen, and jute, unmanufactured
328 Vegetable fibers, unmanufactured, n .e .c.
331 Burlap and jute bagging
335 Vegetable fiber semimanufactures and manufactures, n .e .c .
340 Wool, unmanufactured
350 Wool, semimanufactures and manufactures
381 Man-made fibers and manufactures
390 Textile products, n .e .c .

Group 4 - Wood and Paper

400 Logs
401 Rafted logs
405 Posts, poles, and piling
408 Wood, unmanufactured, n .e .c .
413 Lumber and shingles
416 Wood containers and shooks; cooperage and cooperage stock

except empty barrels; plywood and veneers
417 Railroad ties
421 Wood manufactures, n .e .c .
430 Cork and manufactures
440 Pulpwood
441 Wood pulp
445 Paper base stocks, n .e .c .
450 Standard newsprint paper
457 Paper, related products, and manufactures, n .e .c .
460 Paperboard, except building board
475 Paper, related products, and manufactures, n .e .c .



Group 5 - Nonmetallic Minerals

501 Anthracite coal
502 Bituminous coal and lignite
503 Coal and coke briquets and related coal products, including

liquid coal
504 Coke, including petroleum coke 
507 Gasoline
510 Gas oil and distillate fuel oil
511 Petroleum, crude
512 Jet fuel, all types
513 Kerosene
514 Residual fuel oil, including bunker oil 
516 Petroleum asphalt and products
518 Aliphatic naphtha (except motor fuel or gasoline), mineral spirits,

solvents, and other finished light aliphatic products, n .e .c .
519 Lubricating oils and greases
520 Petroleum products, n .e .c , (Imports include 518)
522 Natural gasoline
523 Building cement
526 Building, monumental, and other stone, and stone manufactures, 

nwe.c.
530 Glass and glass products
540 Clays and earths
543 Brick and tile
547 Clay products, n.e.co
548 Gypsum or plaster rock, including gypsum cements
549 Sulphur, liquid
550 Sulphur, dry (Imports and Exports include 549)
551 Limestone, crushed (not suitable for building or monumental

purposes)
553 Salt* t
554 Sand, gravel and crushed rock, except limestone
555 Nonmetallic minerals and manufactures, not elsewhere classified
556 Slag, metal refuse (included in 555 for Imports and Exports)
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Group 6 - Metals and Manufactures, Except Machinery and 
Vehicles

600 Iron ore and concentrates
601 Pig iron (including sponge iron)
602 Iron and steel scrap, including tin plate scrap
603 Iron and steel semifinished products
605 Iron and steel castings and forgings, including railway car and 

locomotive wheels, tires, and axels
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606 Tools and basic hardware
607 Household, kitchen and hospital utensil^, except of precious

metals
608 Iron and steel pipe, tubes and tubing
609 Rolled and finished steel mill products, except iron and steel

pipe, tubes and tubing
611 Metal manufactures and parts, except precious, n ,e „ c ,,

except SCi
612 Metal manufactures and parts, except precious, n .e .c .
613 Manganese, including ferromanganese
614 Chrome, including ferrochrome
615 Ferroalloys, ores, and metals, n .e .c .
617 Aluminum ores, concentrates (alumina), and scrap
618 Aluminum metal and alloys in crude and semifabricated forms 
620 Copper ore, concentrates, unrefined copper and scrap
622 Refined copper in crude forms
624 Copper semifabricated forms
632 Copper-base alloy semifabricated forms and scrap
640 Lead ores* concentrates, and scrap
642 Lead and lead-base alloys in crude and semifabricated forms
652 Nickel ore, concentrates, scrap, and semifabricated forms
660 Tin ore, concentrates and scrap
662 Tin ore, concentrates, scrap and semifabricated forms
665 Tin metal in crude and semifabricated forms
670 Zinc ores, concentrates, and scrap
672 Zinc in crude and semifabricated forms
682 Other nonferrous ores, concentrates, metals and scrap, except 

precious, in crude and semifabricated forms
690 Precious metals and precious metal manufactures

Group 7 - Machinery and Vehicles

700 Electrical machinery and apparatus
701 Electrical machinery and apparatus, except SCi
710 Engines, turbines, and parts, n .e .c . , except locomotives 
722 Construction, excavating, mining and related machinery, 

including materials handling and converging machinery 
and parts

730 Machine tools and other metal working machinery and parts
731 Machine tools and other metal working machinery and parts,

except SCi
740 Textile, sewing, and shoe machinery, and parts 
742 Other industrial machines and parts (including pumping 

equipment), office machines, printing and bookbinding 
machinery



745 Machinery and parts, n . e . c . , except agricultural
770 Agricultural machinery, implements, and parts (including tractors)
780 Automobiles, trucks, and busses, excluding parts, accessories,

and service equipment
781 Automobiles, trucks, and busses, except SCi
782 Automobile, truck, bus, and trailer parts and accessories, and

service equipment
783 Merchant vessels, other watercraft and parts
785 Merchant vessels, other watercraft and parts, except SCi
786 Railway locomotives, cars, parts, and accessories
787 Automobile, truck, bus, and trailer parts and accessories, and

service equipment, except SCi 
790 Aircraft and parts, except radio equipment, including military 

aircraft and parts 
793 Aircraft and parts, except SCi 
796 Vehicles and parts, n .e .c .
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Group 8 - Chemicals and Related Products

801 Crude and refined coal tar, cyclic chemical tars
802 Benzol or benzene
805 Other coal tar and cyclic chemical products
806 Other coal tar and cyclic chemical products, except SCi 
810 Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
825 Sulphuric acid
826 Alcohols
827 Sodium Hydroxide or caustic soda
828 Other industrial chemicals, except SCi
829 Industrial chemicals, n .e .c . , (Imports include 826 and 846)
837 Synthetic resins in all unfinished and semifinished forms, except

laminated, film and sheeting^ but including scrap in all forms
844 Chemical specialities, n .e .c . ,  except jet fuels
845 Carbon black
846 Chemical specialties, n .e .c . , except jet fuels
847 Pigments, paints, and varnishes, except carbon black
848 Pigments, paints, and varnishes
849 Ammonium sulphate (fertilizer material)
851 Nitrogenous fertilizer and fertilizer materials, except ammonium

sulphate
852 Phosphate rock
854 Superphosphate
855 Potash fertilizer materials
859 Fertilizer and fertilizer materials, n .e .c .
860 Miscellaneous chemical products 
862 Dynamite
865 Soap and toilet preparations



900 Commodities, n .e .c .
901 Commodities, n .e .c . , except SCi
920 Articles, the growth, produce or manufacture of the 

United States, returned
925 Water
926 Ice
930 Waste materials, n .e .c .
940 L .C .L . freight
970 Materials used in waterway improvement (Government 

material)
980 Low-valued shipments
999 **Department of Defense controlled cargo and Special 

Category Commodities

Group 9 - Miscellaneous

♦Statistics on salt in this publication are included with "Nonmetallic 
minerals and manufactures, not elsewhere classified," commodity 
code 555, to avoid disclosure of individual company operations.

♦♦Cargoes exported on Department of Defense controlled vessels 
(other than goods for the use of U.S. Armed Forces abroad) and 
non-Department of Defense shipments of military component items 
(abbreviated SCi) for which commodity detail is not furnished to 
the Corps of Engineers

Source: Waterborne Commerce of the United States, Calendar Year 
1964, Part 3, Waterways and Harbors, Great Lakes, 
pages IV - VI o
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Commodity No. 
250 
260 
280 
285 
297 
310 
320 
350 
381 
390 
416 
421 
430 
445 
460 
475 
516
518
519
520 
526 
530 
540 
543
547
548 
553 
555 
601
602 
603
605
606
607
608 
609
611 
618 
622 
624 
632 
642 
672 
701 
710 
722

Appendix B, con. 
A B"

13
1,607

33
3,114

45
2, 380 
4,999 

493 
5,035

2,423
1,436

1
162
632

2,448

13,792
9, 667

7,440

173
2,867

8,486

1,100
146

5,262

3,360
126

2,445
4

139 
6,559
2 , 699

C

211
3S9

i
11,688

168
200

19,124
74

343,325
8,486
1,545

1,137 
46,949

3,589

2,699
22,494
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Appendix B, con.
amodity No. A B C
731 7,780 7,780
740 144
742 5,925 5,925
770 12,962
781 38,163
785 81
786 3,225
787 22,866
796 88
806 18,977
810 311
826 3,983
827 16,477
828 22,544
837 16, 546
844 19,731
847 1,161
851 122
859 19
865 346
901 4,458 4,458
980 4,085

The above commodity numbers and three class analyses (A, B,C) 
were also computed for "the Ports of Chicago, Milwaukee, Detroit, 
Cleveland, and Toledo for the 1964 shipping season.
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APPENDIX C

Imports—All Great Lakes Ports—1964 
(Short Tons)

Commodity No, A B C

010 721 
018 2,111 
037 1,079
039 1
040 811 
047 4,773
049 305
050 2 
055 29
060 4,889
065 619
075 7
090 2 
095 11,249
109 735
110 72 
120 4
125 11,920
130 44
136 1,808
138 28,224
140 2,600
150 18,169
160 2,114
161 10,639 
165 131
167 1,367
170 184
185 1,265
190 65,515
195 118
200 69,007
201 861 
203 156 
205 1,526
207 1,053
210 523
220 30
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Appendix C, con.

Commodity No. A B C

102236 79240 4,413250 852260
285 194 11,164
290
297 1,313

967310 620320 1,204326 1,645328 4,517331
335 683

20,834
350
381 84
390 1,807 5405 2,496413
416 37,218
421
430

2,568
333

26,580441
445 58

7

457 13,355 192
526 6’ 497
530 40,351 9 , 793

Sgrrr 74,333
555 76,268
SI 5>032
603 108,719 1 0 8 ’ ™
605 ___606 40,735

z
609
612 19,431
618
624 1,195

725,714

15,175
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Appendix C, con,,

Commodity No* A B C

632 2,294
642 1,894
665 4,496
690 43
700 4,398
710 1,006 1,006
730 1,249 1,249
740 1,647
745 6,649 6,649
770 7,870
780 44,277
782 3,780
783 142 
786 468 
790 312 
796 3,700
805 3,334
810 199
829 22,076
848 430
859 945
860 420
900 3,414 3,414
920 1,782 1,782

The above commodity numbers and three class analyses (A,B,C) 
were also computed for the Ports of Chicago, Milwaukee, Detroit, 
Cleveland, and Toledo for the 1964 shipping season.
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FOOTNOTES

! j .  MacNaughton Sidey, "Container Revolution, Progress and 
x>vngpppts.M Modern Transport, July, 1966, p.

2Brigadier General A. J. Montgomery, MA Military Look at 
Containerization," April 3, 1967.

3 j0hn L . Eyre, "The Unhappy Marriage," (Arthur D. Little, 
Inc., 1964), p. 4„

^Ibid 5 p. 5.
5 A. Lyle King, ’’Port Operations and Planning of Facilities 

for Container Handling," World Ports, May 1967, p. 1 *

6 The Port of New York Authority, Container Shipping: Full 
Ahead, (New York: May, 1967), p. 21

^Eyre, op. e it ., p. 6 .
8 The New York Port Authority estimates than ten to twelve 

acres is toe S i n u m  storage area needed for each berth.

S>The American Association of Port Authorities^I n c . "Test 
Shipments of Containers: German Project Ports and Terminals,
pg. 3.

10Joseph L. Stanton, "Effects of Containerization on U.S. 
P orts," World Ports, May, 1967, p. 16*

H The Traffic Manager of the Port of Milwaukee stated that 
the problem ̂ >f hauling containers from Chicago 
Milwaukee’s hinterland and then finding a return load £° r t *e t ™ £ 
Is a deterrent to the development of container traffic at the Port
Milwaukee.

*2 Eyre, op. c it ., p. 24*
13t j  s Army, Corps of Engineers, North Central Division, 

T .akes^OvenseaE General C a r g ^ f f l c A n a l ^ s ,  (Chicago, 
Illinois, M arc^TW rTTP^118:

14Ibid., p. 126.
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^ Ib id ., p. A - l l .

l^Battelle Memorial Institute, Market Analysis Study of Container- 
Suitable International Traffic at the Port of Cleveland, (Columbus, Ohio: 
May 22, 1967), pp. 69 and 70.

^ Îbid. , Appendix B ., pp. B -l to B-12.

l^Ibid., pp. 77 & 78.

15Ibid., p, 130.

2 0 Ibid., p. 87.
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